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(57) Abstract: When performing asynchronous remote copying, whether or not a disaster has occurred at a main site is judged at a
remote site; and if the disaster has occurred, recovery processing is immediately started at the remote site. When asynchronous re
mote copying is performed between a controller 18 and a controller 22, the controller 18 transfers remote copy target data in a
storage apparatus 20 and command information via a remote copy channel 94 to the controller 22; and after receiving the remote
copy target data, the controller 22 stores the remote copy target data in a storage apparatus 24; and if the controller 22 fails to re
ceive the command information within a set time period, the controller 22 judges that a disaster has occurred, and then outputs the
judgment result to a backup center server 32; and the backup center server 32 executes recovery processing based on data in the
storage apparatus 24 when the disaster has occurred.



Description

Title of Invention: REMOTE COPY SYSTEM

Technical Field

[000 1] The present invention relates to a technique of copying data in a storage apparatus

located at a main site to a storage apparatus located at a remote site.

Background Art
[0002] Recently, disaster recovery of a storage system has drawn attention. A known

technique for realizing the disaster recovery is a remote copy system for copying

data in a storage apparatus installed at a main site to a storage apparatus installed

at a remote site, without sending the data through a host computer.

[0003] There are two types of remote copying. One type is synchronous remote copying

whereby in synchronization with making update data for a duplication source

volume from a host computer reflected in the duplication source volume, the update

data is also reflected in a duplication destination volume.

[0004] Another type is asynchronous remote copying whereby a buffer for temporarily

storing update data is provided at both a main site and a remote site; after storing

update data for a duplication source volume from a host computer in the buffer at the

main site, the update data is reflected in the duplication source volume; and the

update data stored in the buffer for the main site is stored in the buffer for the remote

site asynchronously and the pieces of update data stored in the buffer for the remote

site are sorted in the update order at the main site and then written to a duplication

destination volume. Incidentally, the duplication source volume is a primary

volume constituting a copy pair with the duplication destination volume, and the

duplication destination volume is a secondary volume of the copy pair.

[0005] If the remote copy system is used and a disaster occurs at the main site, processing

executed at the main site can be continuously performed at the remote site by using

data in the storage apparatus installed at the remote site. Furthermore, a system is

suggested for sending data in the storage apparatus at the main site to a third

storage apparatus located at a third site and then sending the data in the third

storage apparatus located at the third site to the remote site if the main site suffers

from a disaster (see Patent Document l). Incidentally, examples of systems related to

this type of technology include: a system for which data consistency between sites is

guaranteed (see Patent Document 2); a system for which replica data whose time

order is guaranteed is prepared, wherein the system can be restored by using the

replica data when a failure has occurred at a remote site (see Patent Document 3);

and a system for which the update order of data copied from a main site can be



secured among a plurality of secondary volumes at a remote site even if the plurality

of secondary volumes at the remote site exist and extend across a plurality of storage

subsystems (see Patent Document 4).

Citation List
Patent Literature

[0006] PTL l : Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open Publication No. 2006-318505."

PTL 2: Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open Publication No. 2005-267216,

PTL 3: Japanese Patent Application Laid Open Publication No. 2006-79568; and

PTL 4: Japanese Patent Application Laid-Open Publication No. 2008-299789.

Summary of Invention
Technical Problem

[0007] Since the conventional technique employs the configuration in which data in the

storage apparatus located at the main site is previously sent to the third storage

apparatus located at the third site, even if the main site suffers from a disaster,

processing can be immediately resumed at the remote site. However, no consideration

is given to immediately detecting the occurrence of a disaster at the main site.

[0008] Specifically speaking, when communication between the main site and the remote

site can no longer be performed, whether a failure has occurred in a communication

line or a disaster has occurred at the main site is checked by telephone in the case of

the conventional art. Therefore, it is impossible to immediately detect the occurrence

of a disaster.

[0009] In particular, if the system is configured so that an operator operates a terminal to

check whether the data order of a disk volume group is guaranteed or not, and if

communication between the main site and the remote site can no longer be performed

during remote copying, the operator needs to cancel the remote copying. Therefore, it

takes time to check the occurrence of a disaster and the recovery processing may not

be executed immediately.

[OOIO] The present invention was devised in light of the above-described problems of the

conventional art. It is an object of the invention to provide a remote copy system and

remote copy method for judging, at a remote site, whether or not a disaster has

occurred at a main site, based on communication during asynchronous remote

copying, wherein if the disaster has occurred, the remote copy system and the remote

copy method make it possible to start recovery processing at the remote site.

[OOll] In order to achieve the above-described object, the present invention is designed so

that when performing asynchronous remote copying between a first controller located

at a main site and a second controller located at a remote site, command information

including a heart beat signal is sent and received between the first controller and the



second controller; and if the second controller fails to receive first command

information sent from the first controller to the second controller within a set time

period, the second controller judges that a disaster has occurred at the main site, and

then outputs the judgment result to a backup center server; and the backup center

server executes recovery processing.

Solution to Problem
[0012] According to the present invention, the occurrence of a disaster at a main site can be

automatically detected at a remote site! and when a disaster is detected, the recovery

processing can be started at the remote site.

Brief Description of Drawings
[0013] [Fig. l]Fig. 1 is a block configuration diagram of a remote copy system according to

an embodiment of the present invention;

[Fig. 2]Fig. 2 is a configuration diagram of a data order management table;

[Fig. 3]Fig. 3 is a configuration diagram of another data order management table;

[Fig. 4]Fig. 4 is a diagram explaining the connection relationship between a disk

subsystem and a user management terminal and a display panel;

[Fig. 5]Fig. 5 shows an example of display on a remote copy data order check screen;

[Fig. 6]Fig. 6 is an external view of a data order check display panel;

[Fig. 7]Fig. 7 is a schematic diagram explaining the state where asynchronous remote

copying is performed;

[Fig. 8]Fig. 8 is a diagram explaining batch processing and online processing in the

remote copy system;

[Fig. 9]Fig. 9 is a diagram explaining intra-channel-processor periodic processing at a

main site and intra-processor periodic processing at a remote site;

[Fig. 10]Fig. 10 is a block diagram of the remote copy system in the state where the

main site suffers from a disaster! and

[Fig. ll]Fig. 11 is a flowchart illustrating processing executed by the channel

processor at the remote site.

Description of Embodiments
[0014] An embodiment of the present invention will be described below with reference to

the attached drawings.

[0015] This embodiment is designed so that when performing asynchronous remote copying

between a main site and a remote site, command information including a heart-beat

signal is sent and received between the main site and the remote site; and if the

command information sent from the main site cannot be received at the remote site

within a set time period, it is judged that a disaster has occurred at the main site,

and this judgment result is then output to a backup center server; and the backup



center server executes recovery processing.

[0016] Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a remote copy system according to an embodiment of the

present invention. Referring to Fig. 1, the remote copy system includes a disk

subsystem 12 located at a main site 10 and a disk subsystem 16 located at a remote

site 14 and is configured to be capable of performing asynchronous remote copying

between the disk subsystem 12 and the disk subsystem 16.

[0017] The disk subsystem 12 serving as a first storage subsystem includes a controller 18

and a storage apparatus 20. The disk subsystem 16 serving as a second storage

subsystem includes a controller 22 and a storage apparatus 24. The controller 18 is

connected via a network 26 to a main center server 28, and the controller 22 is

connected via a network 30 to a backup center server 32. The controller 18 and the

controller 22 are connected to each other via a remote copy cable 34, a public line 36,

and a remote copy cable 38.

[0018] The main center server 28 serves as a computer for sending/receiving information

to/from the controller 18 and includes a processor (CPU), an operating system (OS), a

memory for storing programs such as application programs, input devices for

inputting information, and a display device for displaying information. When sending

data to the controller 18, the main center server 28 adds update information to the

data and then send them in order to guarantee the data order. This update

information is, for example, a time stamp indicating data update time and a sequence

number indicating the data update order.

[0019] The controller 18 serves as a first controller and includes a plurality of channel

processors 40, a plurality of channel processors 42, a plurality of cache memories 44,

a plurality of shared memories 46, a plurality of disk processors 48, a plurality of disk

processors 50, and a maintenance terminal 52, where these components are

connected each other via an internal network 54. Each channel processor 40 is

connected via the network 26 to the main center server 28 and also connected to a

host computer (not shown). Each channel processor 42 is connected to the remote

copy cable 34. Each disk processor 48, 50 is connected to the storage apparatus 20.

[0020] The storage apparatus 20 serves as a first storage apparatus for storing data and

includes a plurality of disk drives 58.

[0021] Each channel processor 40 includes an operating system and application programs,

receives commands and data sent from the main center server 28, analyses the

received commands, processes data according to the analysis result, and stores the

processed data in the cache memory 44. If the data stored in the cache memory 44 is

remote copy target data, the channel processor 42 transfers the remote copy target

data to the controller 22 via the remote copy cable 34, the public line 36, and the



remote copy cable 38.

[0022] The disk processors 48, 50 control data input/output to/from each disk drive 58. For

example, each disk processor 48, 50 controls read access or write access to the disk

drive 58. When doing so, the disk processor 48 stores data that has been temporarily

stored in the cache memory 44, in the disk drive 58.

[0023] The maintenance terminal 52 includes a processor (CPU), an operating system (OS),

a memory for storing programs such as management programs, input devices for

inputting information, and a display device for displaying information. The processor

can manage the configuration of the disk subsystem 12, for example, the

configuration to construct a RAID (Redundant Array of Independent Disks) using the

disk drives 58, in accordance with the management programs and as operated by the

operator.

[0024] The shared memories 46 store, for example, difference management information

and a data order management table. The difference management information is, for

example, information used when asynchronous remote copying is temporarily

stopped, to manage data updated during the stopped state as difference information,

from among pieces of data in the storage apparatus 20. The data order management

table is a table used to manage whether the data order of the remote copy target data,

from among the pieces of data in the storage apparatus 20, is guaranteed or not. The

expression "the data order is guaranteed" as herein used means to guarantee that,

for example, pieces of data stored in the storage apparatus 20 have been sorted in the

updated order and then stored.

[0025] The disk drives 58 constituting the storage apparatus 20 form, for example, a RAID

group, and physical storage areas are configured as logical primary volume groups.

Each primary volume is an access target volume for the main center server 28 or the

host computer and, for example, the primary volumes are divided into a plurality of

work groups. When storing data in the primary volumes belonging to each work

group, each disk processor 48, 50 stores the data in each primary volume in the state

where the data order is guaranteed for each work group; and the disk processor 48,

50 stores information indicating whether the data order is guaranteed or not

regarding the data belonging to each work group, in the data order management

table in the shared memory 46.

[0026] Meanwhile, the backup center server 32 serves as a computer for sending/receiving

information to/from the controller 22 for the remote site 14 via the network 30 and

includes a processor (CPU), an operating system (OS), a memory for storing

programs such as application programs, input devices for inputting information, and

a display device for displaying information.



[0027] The controller 22 for the remote site 14 serves as a second controller and includes a

plurality of channel processors 60, a plurality of channel processors 62, a plurality of

cache memories 64, a plurality of shared memories 66, a plurality of disk processors

68, a plurality of disk processors 70, and an SVP (SerVice Processor) maintenance

terminal 72, and these components are connected to each other via an internal

network 74.

[0028] Each channel processor 60 is connected to each channel processor 42 via the remote

copy cable 38, the public line 36, and the remote copy cable 34. Each channel

processor 62 is connected to the backup center server 32 via the network 30 and also

connected to the host computer (not shown). Each disk processor 68, 70 is connected

to the storage apparatus 24. The maintenance terminal 72 is connected to a hub 78

via a cable 76. The hub 78 is connected to a user open terminal 82 via a cable 80 and

also to a data order check display panel 86 via a cable 84.

[0029] The storage apparatus 24 constitutes a second storage apparatus for storing data

from the controller 18 and a third storage apparatus for storing the data stored in the

second storage apparatus as backup data, and includes a plurality of disk drives 88

as storage media. Each disk drive 88 is configured to include a plurality of physical

storage areas which are secondary volume groups serving as logical storage areas.

Each secondary volume is a volume constituting a pair with the primary volume

during remote copying, and the secondary volumes are divided into a plurality of

work groups.

[0030] Each channel processor 60, 62 includes an operating system and application

programs. The channel processor 60 receives the remote copy target data transferred

from the controller 18 via the remote copy cable 34, the public line 36, and the remote

copy cable 38, processes the received remote copy target data, and stores the

processed remote copy target data in the cache memory 64. Meanwhile, the channel

processor 62 receives commands and data sent from the backup center server 32,

analyses the received commands, processes data according to the analysis result, and

stores the processed data in the cache memory 64.

[0031] Each disk processor 68, 70 includes an operating system and application programs

and controls data input/output to/from each disk drive 88. For example, each disk

processor 68, 70 controls data read access or write access to the disk drives 88. When

doing so, the disk processor 68 stores data that has been temporarily stored in the

cache memory 64, for example, the remote copy target data, in the disk drives 88 in

the state where the data order is guaranteed.

[0032] The maintenance terminal 72 includes a processor (CPU), an operating system (OS),

a memory for storing programs such as management programs, input devices for



inputting information, and a display device for displaying information. The processor

can manage the configuration of the disk subsystem 16, for example, the

configuration to construct a RAID using the disk drives 88, in accordance with the

management programs and as operated by the operator.

[0033] The shared memories 66 store, for example, difference management information

and a data order management table. The difference management information is, for

example, information used when asynchronous remote copying is temporarily

stopped, to manage data updated during the stopped state, from among pieces of data

in the storage apparatus 24. The data order management table is a table used to

manage whether the data order of the remote copy target data as difference

information, from among the pieces of data in the storage apparatus 24, is

guaranteed or not. The expression "the data order is guaranteed" as herein used

means to guarantee that, for example, pieces of data stored in the storage apparatus

24 have been sorted in the updated order and then stored.

[0034] Next, when managing primary volumes constituted from the disk drives 58 and

secondary volumes constituted from the disk drives 88, the channel processors 40, 42,

60, 62 manage the primary volumes and the secondary volumes in accordance with a

data order management table T l shown in Fig. 2 before the occurrence of a disaster,

and in accordance with a data order management table T2 shown in Fig. 3 after the

occurrence of a disaster.

[0035] The channel processors 40, 42 manage primary volumes # 1 to #n in association with

work groups #0-0, # 0 1, and so on up to #n-n, respectively! and the channel processors

60, 62 manage secondary volumes # 1 to #n in association with the work groups #0-0,

#0-1, and so on up to #n-n, respectively.

[0036] The data order management table Tl before the occurrence of a disaster as shown in

Fig. 2 is constituted from a "management number" field 100, a "work group number"

field 102, a "volume number" field 104, a "volume status" field 106, a "work group

status" field 108, and a "READ/WRITE permission status" field 110.

[0037] The "management number" field 100 stores numbers such as "1," "2," "3," and so on

up to "n" in each entry. The "work group number" field 102 stores the work group

number, such as "OO," "0-1," "1-1," "1-1," "1-2," and so on up to "n-n," for the primary

volumes or the secondary volumes. The "volume number" field 104 stores the volume

number from "1" to "n" corresponding to the relevant work group from the first entry

to the nth entry.

[0038] The "volume status" field 106 stores information about whether or not the data

order exists regarding each relevant volume, that is, information about whether or

not the data order of each relevant volume is guaranteed. If the status has changed



from an "uncertain" state to the state where each channel processor 40, 42, 60, 62

judges that the data order exists regarding the relevant volume, information

indicating "SUSPENDED GROUP' is stored in the "volume status" field 106; and if

each channel processor 40, 42, 60, 62 then judges that the data order does not exist

regarding the relevant volume, information indicating "SUSPENDED VOLUME" is

stored in the "volume status" field 106. For example, the "volume status" field 106 for

volume #4 in the fourth entry stores "SUSPENDED VOLUME" indicating that the

status has changed from the "uncertain" state to the state where it is judged that the

data order does not exist; and the "volume status" field 106 for the other entries

stores "SUSPENDED GROUP' indicating that the status has changed from the

"uncertain" state to the state where it is judged that the data order exists.

[0039] The "work group status" field 108 stores information about whether the data order

of each relevant work group is guaranteed or not. For example, the "work group

status" field 108 for work group "0" to which the primary volumes or the secondary

volumes belong stores information indicating that the status has changed from the

"uncertain" state to the state where it is judged that the data order is guaranteed, i.e.,

"ORDER-GUARANTEED GROUP."

[0040] Moreover, regarding work group "1" to which the primary volumes or the secondary

volumes belong, the "volume status" field 108 for volume numbers #3 and #5 shows

that the data order exists, but the "volume status" field 108 for volume number #4

shows that the data order does not exists. As a result, the "work group status" field

108 for the entire work group "1" stores information indicating that the status has

changed from the "uncertain" state to the state where it is judged that the data order

of the group is not guaranteed, i.e., "ORDER-NONGUARANTEED GROUP."

[0041] The "READAVRITE permission status" field 110 stores information indicating that

read access or write access to the disk drives 58, 88 is unpermitted. Specifically

speaking, since read access or write access cannot be made to the disk drives 88 when

performing asynchronous remote copying, the information indicating "unpermitted"

is stored.

[0042] Next, Fig. 3 shows the configuration of the data order management table T2 after

the occurrence of a disaster. The data order management table T2 has the same

configuration as that of the data order management table Tl. The "management

number" field 100, the "work group number" field 102, the "volume number" field 104,

the "volume status" field 106, and the "work group status" field 108 store the same

pieces of information as those in the data order management table Tl 1 respectively.

However, the "READ/WRITE permission status" field 110 stores different

information from that in the data order management table Tl.



[0043] Specifically speaking, access to the secondary volumes whose data order is

guaranteed needs to be immediately permitted after the occurrence of a disaster. If

the "work group status" field 108 stores information indicating

"ORDER-GUARANTEED GROUP," information indicating that the READ/WRITE

permission status changes from "UNPERMITTED" to "PERMITTED" is stored in the

"READ/WRITE permission status" field 110 so that read access or write access will be

permitted for the secondary volumes belonging to this group. For example, the "work

group status" field 108 for volume numbers # 1 and #2 belonging to the work group "0"

stores information indicating "ORDER-GUARANTEED GROUP," so that information

indicating that the READ/WRITE permission status changes from

"UNPERMITTED" to "PERMITTED" is stored in the "READ/WRITE permission

status" field 110.

[0044] Information stored in the data order management tables Tl, T2 is output from the

maintenance terminal 72 via the hub 78 to the user open terminal 82 and the data

order check display panel 86 as shown in Fig. 4.

[0045] Next, Fig. 5 shows a display example of a remote copy data order check screen 200

that is a display screen for the user open terminal 82. The remote copy data order

check screen 200 includes a "work group number" display area 202, an "intended use"

display area 204, an "order-guaranteed" display area 206, an "ordernonguaranteed"

display area 208, and a "data-guaranteed time" display area 210. The remote copy

data order check screen 200 also includes a "work group number" display area 212,

an "intended use" display area 214, an "order-guaranteed" display area 216, an

"ordernonguaranteed" display area 218, and a "data-guaranteed time" display area

220. Incidentally, the user open terminal 82 which is a display terminal can be

configured using, for example, a personal computer.

[0046] The "work group number" display areas 202, 212 display work group numbers from

"00" to "OF' and from "10" to "IF," respectively. The "intended use" display areas 204,

214 display, for example, "A system backbone," "B system backbone," "A system

development," or "B system development," as the intended use of each relevant work

group. The "order-guaranteed" display areas 206, 216 display "[Character] indicating

"yes" " when the order of data (remote copy target data) belonging to each relevant

work group is guaranteed. Also, the "order-nonguaranteed" display areas 208, 218

display "[Character] indicating "yes"" when the order of data (remote copy target

data) belonging to each relevant work group is not guaranteed. The "data-guaranteed

time" display areas 210, 220 display information about the time and date when the

order of data (remote copy target data) belonging to the relevant work group was

guaranteed.



[0047] Fig. 6 is an external view of the data order check display panel 86. When there are

work groups "Off' to "7F," display elements LEDOO to LED7F corresponding to the

work groups "00" to "7F' are placed on the surface of the display panel 86. Each

display element LEDOO to LED7F is connected to a display element drive circuit (not

shown in the drawing). Each display element LEDOO to LED7F lights up in different

manners depending on whether the data order of the data (remote copy target data)

belonging to each relevant work group is guaranteed or not.

[0048] For example, if the data order of the data (remote copy target data) belonging to the

relevant work group is guaranteed, each display element LEDOO to LED7F lights up

in blue! and if the data order of the data (remote copy target data) belonging to the

relevant work group is not guaranteed, each display element LEDOO to LED7F lights

up in red.

[0049] When the remote copy system performs asynchronous remote copying between the

controller 18 and the controller 22, data is sent and received between the controller

18 and the controller 22 as shown in Fig. 7. The term "asynchronous remote copying"

performed between the controller 18 and the controller 22 means that the controller

18 updates data in primary volumes Vl and transfers the updated data as the remote

copy target data to the controller 22, and the controller 22 copies the received remote

copy target data to secondary volumes V2 not in synchronization with the update

timing by the controller 18, that is, asynchronously.

[0050] Specifically speaking, the controller 18 extracts the updated data as the remote copy

target data from the data in the primary volumes Vl constituted from the disk drives

58 and adds update information including, for example, a time stamp indicating data

update time and a sequence number indicating the data update order, to the

extracted remote copy target data.

[0051] Subsequently, the controller 18 transfers the remote copy target data to which the

update information is added, to the controller 22 via a remote copy channel 94

including a circuit equipment 90, the remote copy cable 34, the public line 36, the

remote copy cable 38, and a circuit equipment 92.

[0052] After receiving the remote copy target data, the controller 22 judges, based on the

update information added to the remote copy target data, whether the data order of

the remote copy target data is guaranteed or not.

[0053] For example, the controller 22 judges whether or not the pieces of remote copy

target data have been received in the data update order; and if the pieces of remote

copy target data have not been received in the data update order, the controller 22

sorts the received pieces of remote copy target data in the data update order and

stores the sorted remote copy target data in the secondary volumes V2 in the state



where the data order is guaranteed. In this case, the secondary volumes V2

constituted from the disk drives 88 and the primary volumes Vl make pairs (copy

pairs), and the same pieces of data as those in the primary volumes Vl will be stored

in the secondary volumes V2.

[0054] In the above-described circumstances, the controller 22 stores the data, which was

stored in the secondary volumes V2, as backup data in backup volumes V3

periodically about once a day. This processing is executed in the process of batch

processing or online processing as shown in Fig. 8.

[0055] Specifically speaking, when the asynchronous remote copying is performed as batch

processing between the controller 18 and the controller 22 via the remote copy

channel 94 from 2 o'clock to 5 o'clock as shown in Fig. 8, data in the primary volumes

Vl is stored in the secondary volumes V2. Subsequently, when the batch processing

terminates and online processing starts at 5 o'clock, the asynchronous remote

copying is temporarily stopped. When this happens, the controller 18 stores data

(difference information) which was updated in the stopped state from among the data

in the primary volumes, in the shared memory 46 and manages the data stored in the

shared memory 46 as the difference information.

[0056] Meanwhile, when the asynchronous remote copying is temporarily stopped, the

controller 22 stores the data stored in the secondary volumes V2 as backup data in

the backup volumes V3 at 5 o'clock.

[0057] Subsequently, when resynchronization copying is started before 7 o'clock, the

controller 18 transfers the difference information stored in the shared memory 46 via

the remote copy channel 94 to the controller 22. As a result, the controller 22 stores

the difference information in the secondary volumes V2. In this case, even if the

asynchronous remote copying is temporarily stopped after 5 o'clock, the controller 22

can restore the same data as that of the primary volumes Vl based on the data stored

in the secondary volumes V2 by storing the difference information in the secondary

volumes V2.

[0058] Then, after the resynchronization copying is stopped after 8 o'clock, the

asynchronous remote copying is performed between the controller 18 and the

controller 22 via the remote copy channel 94, and the data of the primary volumes Vl

is stored in the secondary volumes V2.

[0059] On the other hand, when the asynchronous remote copying is performed between

the controller 18 and the controller 22, the channel processor 42 and the channel

processor 60 execute periodic processing, so that the command information including

the heart-beat signal is sent and received between the channel processor 42 and the

channel processor 60 via the remote copy channel 94. The term "heart-beat signal"



herein used means a signal that the channel processor 42 and the channel processor

60 transmit periodically in order to check if the connection with the communication

counterpart is effective or not.

[0060] Specifically speaking, as shown in Fig. 9, the channel processor 42 sends a command

frame 300 as first command information via the remote copy channel 94 to the

channel processor 60 as transmission processing at regular intervals, for example,

once per second; receives a data request frame 302 sent from the channel processor

60 as second command information in response to the command frame 300; then

transmits a data frame (dummy control information) 304 via the remote copy channel

94 to the channel processor 60; and receives the status 306 sent from the channel

processor 60 as second command information in response to the data frame 304.

[0061] On the other hand, when receiving the command frame 300 as reception processing

in the command frame reception wait state, the channel processor 60 sends the data

request frame 302, as the second command information in response to the command

frame 300, via the remote copy channel 94 to the channel processor 42; and

subsequently, when receiving the data frame 304 sent from the channel processor 42,

the channel processor 60 sends the status 306, as the second command information in

response to the data frame 304, via the remote copy channel 94 to the channel

processor 42.

[0062] If the channel processor 60 fails to receive the command frame 300 within a set time

period, for example, a monitoring time period set by the maintenance terminal 72 in

the above-described circumstances, the channel processor 60 outputs information

about the occurrence of a disaster at the main site 10 to the channel processor 62 and

the backup center server 32 and also to the user open terminal 82, and the

intra-channel-processor periodic processing shifts to data order judgment processing.

[0063] When a disaster has occurred at the main site 10, the channel processors 60, 62

manage the data order of the remote copy target data using the data order

management table T2 instead of the data order management table Tl stored in the

shared memory 66.

[0064] For example, when a disaster has occurred at the main site 10 as shown in Fig. 10,

the channel processor 62 for the controller 22 searches the data order management

table T2 to judge whether the data order of each relevant secondary volume V2 is

guaranteed or not; and if it is determined that the data order is guaranteed, the

channel processor 62 executes processing for changing the READ/WRITE permission

status of the relevant secondary volume V2 of each work group from

"UNPERMITTED" to "PERMITTED."

[0065] When this happens, the channel processor 62 also executes processing for changing



the READAVRITE permission status of the backup volumes V3 from

"UNPERMITTED" to "PERMITTED." As a result, at the time of the occurrence of a

disaster, the backup center server 32 can immediately start the recovery processing

by accessing the data in the secondary volumes V2 or the backup volumes V3.

[0066] Also, the channel processor 62 outputs, as an attention report, information about

the state transition of the data stored in each secondary volume from the state where

the data order is guaranteed to the state where the data order is not guaranteed, or

information about the state transition from the state where the data order is not

guaranteed to the state where the data order is guaranteed, to the backup center

server 32.

[0067] Furthermore, the channel processor 62 makes, via the maintenance terminal 72, a

GUI (Graphical User Interface) screen for the user open terminal 82 display

information indicating whether the data order of data belonging to each work group

is guaranteed or not; and also makes the data order check display panel 86 display

whether the data order of the data belonging to each work group is guaranteed or not,

using the display elements.

[0068] If the data order of the data belonging to each work group is guaranteed and the OS

(Operating System) is not started in advance, the backup center server 32 starts up a

work recovery OS, starts work recovery processing using the data in the secondary

volumes V2 belonging to each work group, and resumes the work. In other words, the

backup center server 32 restores the disk subsystem 16 to the operating state before

the occurrence of the disaster by using the data in the secondary volumes V2 and

resumes the work at the disk subsystem 16.

[0069] On the other hand, if the data order of the data belonging to each work group is not

guaranteed and the OS is not started in advance, the backup center server 32 starts

up the OS, starts the work recovery processing using the data in the backup volumes

V3, and resumes the work. In other words, the backup center server 32 restores the

disk subsystem 16 to the operating state before the occurrence of the disaster by

using the data in the backup volumes V3 and resumes the work at the disk

subsystem 16.

[0070] Next, the intra-channel-processor periodic processing executed at the controller 22

will be explained in accordance with the flowchart of Fig. 11. First, when performing

asynchronous remote copying between the controller 18 and the controller 22, the

channel processor 60 sends and receives, for example, the command information

including the heart-beat signal via the remote copy channel 94 as communication

during the asynchronous remote copying and thereby judges whether or not the

remote copy communication takes place within a designated time period (monitoring



time period) (Sl).

[0071] If the channel processor 60 determines that the remote copy communication takes

place within the designated time period, i.e., the remote copy communication is

conducted within the designated time period, the channel processor 60 repeats the

processing in step Sl; and if the channel processor 60 determines that the remote

copy communication does not take place within the designated time period, i.e., the

remote copy communication is not conducted within the designated time period, the

channel processor 60 determines that a disaster has occurred at the main site 10, and

then judges whether or not the data order exists regarding the data belonging to the

secondary volumes V2 (S2).

[0072] In this case, the channel processor 60 judges whether the data order is guaranteed

or not, regarding the data belonging to all the secondary volumes V2; and if the data

order is guaranteed, the channel processor 60 concludes that the data order exists,

and then sets the status of all the secondary volumes V2 to "SUSPENDED GROUP"

(S3).

[0073] Next, based on the results of the processing by the channel processor 60, the channel

processor 62 gives READ/WRITE permission to the secondary volumes V2 belonging

to each work group (S4). As a result, the backup center server 32 can make read

access or write access to the secondary volumes V2 belonging to each work group. The

processing details in steps S3 and S4 are reflected in the data order management

table T2 shown in Fig. 3. Accordingly, the information in the data order management

table T2 is updated.

[0074] Subsequently, the channel processor 62 outputs information regarding the state

transition of the remote copy pairs as an attention report to the backup center server

32 (S5). For example, based on the information stored in the data order management

tables Tl, T2, the channel processor 62 outputs, as the attention report, information

indicating that the state of the secondary volume V2 constituting a pair with the

primary volume Vl made the transition from "SUSPENDED VOLUME" to

"SUSPENDED GROUP' and information indicating that the state of the secondary

volume V2 made the transition from "SUSPENDED GROUP' to "SUSPENDED

VOLUME," to the backup center server 32.

[0075] Next, the channel processor 62 has the remote copy data order check screen 200

displayed on the GUI screen for the user open terminal 82 (S6). In this case, the mark

"[Character] indicating "yes"" in the "order guaranteed" display area 206, 216

indicates that the data order is guaranteed regarding the relevant secondary volume

V2 belonging to each work group; and the "data guaranteed time" display area 210,

220 displays until what time (hours, minutes, and seconds) on what date the data



order is guaranteed regarding the secondary volumes V2 belonging to each work

group.

[0076] At the same time, the channel processor 62 lights up a light-emitting device LED in

blue, that corresponds to the work group whose data order is guaranteed, from

among light-emitting devices for the display panel 86 (S7).

[0077] Subsequently, the channel processor 62 outputs information about the work groups

whose data order is guaranteed, based on the information stored in the data order

management table T2, to the backup center server 32 and then terminates the

processing in this routine.

[0078] On the other hand, if it is determined in step S2 that the data order does not exist,

that is, if the data order of the data in the secondary volumes V2 belonging to the

relevant work group is not guaranteed, the channel processor 62 sets the status of the

secondary volumes V2 whose data order cannot be guaranteed, to "SUSPENDED

VOLUME," and sets the status of the secondary volumes V2 whose data order can be

guaranteed, to "SUSPENDED GROUP' (S9).

[0079] Next, the channel processor 62 sends information about the state transition of the

remote copy pairs, as the attention report, to the backup center server 32 (SlO).

[0080] For example, based on the information stored in the data order management tables

Tl, T2, the channel processor 62 outputs, as the attention report, information

indicating that the state of the secondary volume V2 constituting a pair with the

primary volume Vl made the transition from "SUSPENDED VOLUME" to

"SUSPENDED GROUP" and information indicating that the state of the secondary

volume V2 made the transition from "SUSPENDED GROUP' to "SUSPENDED

VOLUME," to the backup center server 32.

[0081] Then, the channel processor 62 has the remote copy data order check screen 200

displayed on the GUI screen for the user open terminal 82 (SIl). In this case, the

mark "[Character] indicating "yes"" in the "ordernonguaranteed" display area 208,

218 indicates that the data order is not guaranteed regarding data of the relevant

secondary volume V2 belonging to each work group.

[0082] Subsequently, the channel processor 62 has the display panel 86 display that the

data order is not guaranteed regarding the secondary volumes V2 belonging to each

work group. In this case, the light-emitting device LED with the number

corresponding to the work group whose data order is not guaranteed lights up in red.

[0083] Next, the channel processor 62 outputs information about the work groups whose

data order is not guaranteed, based on the information stored in the data order

management table T2, to the backup center server 32 and then terminates the

processing in this routine.



[0084] Meanwhile, if the backup center server 32 receives, from the channel processor 62,

information indicating that the data order is guaranteed regarding the secondary

volumes V2 belonging to each work group, the backup center server 32 starts work

recovery processing based on the data in the secondary volumes V2. In this case,

since the controller 22 permits data input/output to/from the secondary volumes V2

at the time of the occurrence of a disaster, the backup center server 32 can

immediately starts the work recovery processing based on the data in the secondary

volumes V2.

[0085] Furthermore, if the backup center server 32 receives, from the channel processor 62,

information indicating that the data order is not guaranteed regarding the secondary

volumes V2 belonging to each work group, the backup center server 32 starts the

work recovery processing based on the data in the backup volumes V3. In this case,

since the controller 22 permits data input/output to/from the backup volumes V3 at

the time of the occurrence of a disaster, the backup center server 32 can immediately

starts the work recovery processing based on the data in the backup volumes V3.

[0086] Once the backup center server 32 starts the work recovery processing, the main

center server 28 and the controllers 18, 22 resume the work.

[0087] Incidentally, if the controller 22 does not immediately give permission to

input/output data to/from the secondary volumes V2 or the backup volumes V3 when

a disaster has occurred, the operator can give the permission to input/output data

to/from the secondary volumes V2 or the backup volumes V3 by, for example,

operating the maintenance terminal 72. In this case, subject to the permission of data

input/output to/from the secondary volumes V2 or the backup volumes V3, the

backup center server 32 can start the work recovery processing using the data in the

secondary volumes V2 or the backup volumes V3.

[0088] When asynchronous remote copying is performed between the controller 18 and the

controller 22 according to this embodiment, the controller 18 transfers the command

information and the remote copy target data stored in the primary volumes Vl, via

the remote copy channel 94 to the controller 22; and when the controller 22 receives

the command information within the set time period and also receives the remote

copy target data, the controller 22 stores the remote copy target data in the

secondary volumes V2; and if the controller 22 fails to receive the command

information within the set time period, it judges that a disaster has occurred at the

main site 10, and then outputs this judgment result to the backup center server 32;

and if the judgment result indicating that the disaster has occurred is input, the

backup center server 32 executes the recovery processing based on the data in the

secondary volumes V2 or the backup volumes V3.



[0089] According to this embodiment, the occurrence of a disaster at the main site 10 can

be detected at the remote site 14; and when a disaster is detected, the recovery

processing can be started at the remote site 14.

[0090] As a result, the work can be resumed at the remote site 14 without having the

operator at the backup center perform cumbersome and complicated operation, and it

is possible to reduce the time it takes to resume the work after the occurrence of a

disaster.

[0091] Moreover, since according to this embodiment the controller 22 gives permission to

input/output data to/from the secondary volumes V2 or the backup volumes V3 when

a disaster has occurred at the main site 10, the backup center server 32 can

immediately start the work recovery processing using data in the secondary volumes

V2 or the backup volumes V3.

[0092] When this happens, the work recovery can be executed depending on whether the

data order exists or not. Specifically speaking, if the data order is guaranteed

regarding the secondary volumes V2 belonging to each work group, the work recovery

processing is immediately executed based on the data in the secondary volumes V2;

and if the data order is not guaranteed regarding the secondary volumes V2

belonging to each work group, the work recovery processing can be immediately

executed based on data whose data order is guaranteed, from among the data in the

backup volumes V3.

[0093] Incidentally, even if the operation by the operator is required as a condition for the

permission of data input/output to/from the secondary volumes V2 or the backup

volumes V3, if the operator confirms the occurrence of a disaster at the main site 10

using the user open terminal 82 and/or the display panel 86 and then performs

necessary operation to permit data input/output to/from the secondary volumes V2 or

the backup volumes V3, the backup center server 32 can immediately start the work

recovery processing, using the data in the secondary volumes V2 or the backup

volumes V3.

Reference Signs List
[0094] 10 main site

12 disk subsystem

14 remote site

16 disk subsystem

18 controller

20 storage apparatus

22 controller

24 storage apparatus



, 42 channel processors

cache memory

shared memory

, 50 disk processors

disk drive

, 62 channel processors

cache memory

shared memory

, 70 disk processors

user open terminal

data order check display panel

disk drive
remote copy channel



Claims
[Claim 1] A remote copy system comprising:

a first storage subsystem located at a main site for sending/receiving in¬

formation to/from a main site server; and

a second storage subsystem located at a remote site for sending/

receiving information to/from a backup center server;

wherein the first storage subsystem includes a first storage apparatus

for storing data and a first controller for controlling data input/output

to/from the first storage apparatus;

wherein the second storage subsystem includes a second storage

apparatus for storing data from the first controller, a third storage

apparatus for storing, as backup data, the data in the second storage

apparatus, and a second controller for controlling data input/output to/

from the second storage apparatus and transferring the data stored in

the second storage apparatus, as the backup data, to the third storage

apparatus;

wherein when asynchronous remote copying is performed, the first

controller transfers remote copy target data from among data in the first

storage apparatus via a remote copy channel to the second controller

and also transfers first command information including a heart-beat

signal via the remote copy channel to the second controller;

wherein when having received the remote copy target data via the

remote copy channel, the second controller stores the received remote

copy target data in the second storage apparatus; and when having

received the first command information via the remote copy channel,

the second controller transfers second command information, as in¬

formation in response to the first command information, via the remote

copy channel to the first controller; and if the second controller fails to

receive the first command information within a set time period, it

judges that a disaster has occurred, and then sends the judgment result

to the backup center server; and

wherein if the judgment result indicating the occurrence of the disaster

is input from the second controller, the backup center server sends/

receives information to/from the second controller and executes

recovery processing.

[Claim 2] The remote copy system according to claim 1, wherein the first

controller manages storage areas in the first storage apparatus as



primary volumes constituting logical storage areas, manages the

primary volumes by dividing them into a plurality of groups, transfers

data belonging to each primary volume, as the remote copy target data,

to the second controller, adds update information about the update

order of the remote copy target data to the remote copy target data for

each group, and transfers the remote copy target data with the update

information to the second controller;

wherein the second controller manages storage areas in the second

storage apparatus as secondary volumes constituting logical storage

areas, manages the secondary volumes by dividing them into a plurality

of groups, judges for each group whether the data order of the received

remote copy target data is guaranteed or not, based on the update in¬

formation added to the remote copy target data, outputs the judgment

result indicating whether the data order is guaranteed or not, to die

backup center server, a display terminal, and a data order check panel,

and then permits the backup center server to input/output data to/from

the second storage apparatus and the third storage apparatus when

outputting the judgment result indicating the occurrence of the disaster

to the backup center server;

wherein if the judgment result indicating that the data order of the

received remote copy target data is guaranteed is input from the second

controller, the backup center server executes the recovery processing

based on data stored in the second storage apparatus; and if the

judgment result indicating that the data order of the received remote

copy target data is not guaranteed is input from the second controller,

the backup center server executes the recovery processing based on

data stored in the third storage apparatus;

wherein the display terminal displays, for each group, whether the data

order of the received remote copy target data is guaranteed or not; and

wherein if the data order of the received remote copy target data is

guaranteed, the data order check panel lights up a display element that

corresponds to the group whose data order is guaranteed, from among a

plurality of display elements (LEDs) placed corresponding to the

groups respectively; and if the data order of the received remote copy

target data is not guaranteed, the data order check panel lights up, from

among the plurality of display elements (LEDs), a display element that

corresponds to the group whose data order is not guaranteed, in color

different from that of the display element corresponding to the group



whose data order is guaranteed.

[Claim 3] The remote copy system according to claim 1, wherein the first

controller adds update information about the update order of the remote

copy target data to the remote copy target data and transfers the remote

copy target data with the update information to the second controller;

wherein the second controller judges, based on the update information

added to the remote copy target data, whether the data order of the

received remote copy target data is guaranteed or not; and the second

controller then outputs the judgment result indicating whether the data

order is guaranteed or not, to the backup center server; and when

outputting the judgment result indicating the occurrence of the disaster

to the backup center server, the second controller permits the backup

center server to input/output data to/from the second storage apparatus

and the third storage apparatus; and

wherein if the judgment result indicating that the data order of the

received remote copy target data is guaranteed is input from the second

controller, the backup center server executes the recovery processing

based on data stored in the second storage apparatus; and if the

judgment result indicating that the data order of the received remote

copy target data is not guaranteed is input from the second controller,

the backup center server executes the recovery processing based on

data stored in the third storage apparatus.

[Claim 4] The remote copy system according to claim 1, wherein the first

controller adds update information about the update order of the remote

copy target data to the remote copy target data and transfers the remote

copy target data with the update information to the second controller;

wherein the second controller judges, based on the update information

added to the remote copy target data, whether the data order of the

received remote copy target data is guaranteed or not; and the second

controller then outputs the judgment result indicating whether the data

order is guaranteed or not, to a display terminal; and

wherein the display terminal displays whether the data order of the

received remote copy target data is guaranteed or not.

[Claim 5] The remote copy system according to claim 1, wherein the first

controller adds update information about the update order of the remote

copy target data to the remote copy target data and transfers the remote

copy target data with the update information to the second controller;

wherein the second controller judges, based on the update information



added to the remote copy target data, whether the data order of the

received remote copy target data is guaranteed or not; and the second

controller then outputs the judgment result indicating whether the data

order is guaranteed or not, to a data order check panel; and

wherein if the data order of the received remote copy target data is

guaranteed, the data order check panel lights up a display element

(LED) in a display manner showing that the data order is guaranteed;

and if the data order of the received remote copy target data is not

guaranteed, the data order check panel lights up the display element

(LED) in a display manner showing that the data order is not

guaranteed.

[Claim 6] The remote copy system according to claim 1, wherein the first

controller manages storage areas in the first storage apparatus as

primary volumes constituting logical storage areas, manages the

primary volumes by dividing them into a plurality of groups, transfers

data belonging to each primary volume, as the remote copy target data,

to the second controller, adds update information about the update

order of the remote copy target data to the remote copy target data for

each group, and transfers the remote copy target data with the update

information to the second controller;

wherein the second controller manages storage areas in the second

storage apparatus as secondary volumes constituting logical storage

areas, manages the secondary volumes by dividing them into a plurality

of groups, judges for each group whether the data order of the received

remote copy target data is guaranteed or not, based on the update in¬

formation added to the remote copy target data, outputs the judgment

result indicating whether the data order is guaranteed or not, to the

backup center server, and then permits the backup center server to

input/output data to/from the second storage apparatus and the third

storage apparatus when outputting the judgment result indicating the

occurrence of the disaster to the backup center server, and

wherein if the judgment result indicating that the data order of the

received remote copy target data is guaranteed is input from the second

controller, the backup center server executes the recovery processing

based on data stored in the second storage apparatus; and if the

judgment result indicating that the data order of the received remote

copy target data is not guaranteed is input from the second controller,

the backup center server executes the recovery processing based on



data stored in the third storage apparatus.

[Claim 7] The remote copy system according to claim 1, wherein the first

controller manages storage areas in the first storage apparatus as

primary volumes constituting logical storage areas, manages the

primary volumes by dividing them into a plurality of groups, transfers

data belonging to each primary volume, as the remote copy target data,

to the second controller, adds update information about the update

order of the remote copy target data to the remote copy target data for

each group, and transfers the remote copy target data with the update

information to the second controller;

wherein the second controller manages storage areas in the second

storage apparatus as secondary volumes constituting logical storage

areas, manages the secondary volumes by dividing them into a plurality

of groups, judges for each group whether the data order of the received

remote copy target data is guaranteed or not, based on the update in¬

formation added to the remote copy target data, outputs the judgment

result indicating whether the data order is guaranteed or not, to a

display terminal; and

wherein the display terminal displays, for each group, whether the data

order of the received remote copy target data is guaranteed or not.

[Claim 8] The remote copy system according to claim 1, wherein the first

controller manages storage areas in the first storage apparatus as

primary volumes constituting logical storage areas, manages the

primary volumes by dividing them into a plurality of groups, transfers

data belonging to each primary volume, as the remote copy target data,

to the second controller, adds update information about the update

order of the remote copy target data to the remote copy target data for

each group, and transfers the remote copy target data with the update

information to the second controller;

wherein the second controller manages storage areas in the second

storage apparatus as secondary volumes constituting logical storage

areas, manages the secondary volumes by dividing them into a plurality

of groups, judges for each group whether the data order of the received

remote copy target data is guaranteed or not, based on the update in¬

formation added to the remote copy target data, outputs the judgment

result indicating whether the data order is guaranteed or not, to a data

order check panel; and

wherein if the data order of the received remote copy target data is



guaranteed, the data order check panel lights up a display element in¬

dicating that the data order is guaranteed, from among a plurality of

display elements (LEDs) placed corresponding to the groups re¬

spectively; and if the data order of the received remote copy target data

is not guaranteed, the data order check panel lights up, from among the

plurality of display elements (LEDs), a display element indicating that

the data order is not guaranteed.
[Claim 9] A remote copy method for performing asynchronous remote copying

between a first controller for a first storage subsystem and a second

controller for a second storage subsystem, the first storage subsystem

located at a main site for sending/receiving information to/from a main

site server and the second storage subsystem located at a remote site for

sending/receiving information to/from a backup center server;

wherein the first storage subsystem includes a first storage apparatus

for storing data and the first controller for controlling data input/output

to/from the first storage apparatus;

wherein the second storage subsystem includes a second storage

apparatus for storing data from the first controller, a third storage

apparatus for storing, as backup data, the data in the second storage

apparatus, and the second controller for controlling data input/output

to/from the second storage apparatus and transferring the data stored in

the second storage apparatus, as the backup data, to the third storage

apparatus;

wherein when asynchronous remote copying is performed between the

first controller and the second controller,

the first controller executes the steps of:

transferring remote copy target data from among data in the first

storage apparatus via a remote copy channel to the second controller;

and

transferring first command information including a heart-beat signal via

the remote copy channel to the second controller;

the second controller executes the steps of:

when having received the remote copy target data via the remote copy

channel, storing the received remote copy target data in the second

storage apparatus;

when having received the first command information via the remote

copy channel, transferring second command information, as in¬

formation in response to the first command information, via the remote



copy channel to the first controller;

judging that a disaster has occurred if the second controller fails to

receive the first command information within a set time period; and

sending the judgment result in the above step to the backup center

server; and

the backup center server executes the step of sending/receiving in¬

formation to/from the second controller and executes recovery

processing if the judgment result indicating the occurrence of the

disaster is input from the second controller.

[Claim 10] The remote copy method according to claim 9, wherein the first

controller executes the step of adding update information about the

update order of the remote copy target data to the remote copy target

data and transferring the remote copy target data with the update in¬

formation to the second controller;

wherein the second controller executes the steps of:

judging, based on the update information added to the remote copy

target data, whether the data order of the received remote copy target

data is guaranteed or not;

outputting the judgment result obtained in the above step indicating

whether the data order is guaranteed or not, to the backup center server;

and

permitting the backup center server to input/output data to/from the

second storage apparatus and the third storage apparatus when

outputting the judgment result indicating the occurrence of the disaster

to the backup center server; and

wherein the backup center server executes the steps of:

executing the recovery processing based on data stored in the second

storage apparatus if the judgment result indicating that the data order of

the received remote copy target data is guaranteed is input from the

second controller; and

executing the recovery processing based on data stored in the third

storage apparatus if the judgment result indicating that the data order of

the received remote copy target data is not guaranteed is input from the

second controller.

[Claim 11] The remote copy method according to claim 9, wherein the first

controller executes the step of adding update information about the

update order of the remote copy target data to the remote copy target

data and transferring the remote copy target data with the update in-



formation to the second controller;

wherein the second controller executes the steps of:

judging, based on the update information added to the remote copy

target data, whether the data order of the received remote copy target

data is guaranteed or not; and

outputting the judgment result obtained in the above step indicating

whether the data order is guaranteed or not, to the display terminal; and

wherein the display terminal executes the step of displaying whether

the data order of the received remote copy target data is guaranteed or

not.

[Claim 12] The remote copy method according to claim 9, wherein the first

controller executes the step of adding update information about the

update order of the remote copy target data to the remote copy target

data and transferring the remote copy target data with the update in¬

formation to the second controller;

wherein the second controller executes the steps of:

judging, based on the update information added to the remote copy

target data, whether the data order of the received remote copy target

data is guaranteed or not; and

outputting the judgment result indicating whether the data order is

guaranteed or not, to a data order check panel; and

wherein the data order check panel executes the steps of:

lighting up a display element (LED) in a display manner showing that

the data order is guaranteed if the data order of the received remote

copy target data is guaranteed; and

lighting up the display element (LED) in a display manner showing that

the data order is not guaranteed if the data order of the received remote

copy target data is not guaranteed.

[Claim 13] The remote copy method according to claim 9, wherein the first

controller executes the steps of:

managing storage areas in the first storage apparatus as primary

volumes constituting logical storage areas and managing the primary

volumes by dividing them into a plurality of groups; and

transferring data belonging to each primary volume, as the remote copy

target data, to the second controller, adding update information about

the update order of the remote copy target data to the remote copy

target data for each group, and transferring the remote copy target data

with the update information to the second controller;



wherein the second controller executes the steps of:

managing storage areas in the second storage apparatus as secondary

volumes constituting logical storage areas and managing the secondary

volumes by dividing them into a plurality of groups;

judging for each group whether the data order of the received remote

copy target data is guaranteed or not, based on the update information

added to the remote copy target data;

outputting the judgment result indicating whether the data order is

guaranteed or not, to the backup center server; and

permitting the backup center server to input/output data to/from the

second storage apparatus and the third storage apparatus when

outputting the judgment result indicating the occurrence of the disaster

to the backup center server; and

wherein the backup center server executes the steps of:

executing the recovery processing based on data stored in the second

storage apparatus if the judgment result indicating that the data order of

the received remote copy target data is guaranteed is input from the

second controller; and

executing the recovery processing based on data stored in the third

storage apparatus if the judgment result indicating that the data order of

the received remote copy target data is not guaranteed is input from the

second controller.
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